
Windrush Against Sewage Pollution

                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                              23rd July 2019
Sir James Bevan
Environment Agency,
Horizon House, 
Deanery Road, 
Bristol, 
BS1 5AH

Dear Sir James

I am writing on behalf of the Windrush Against Sewage Pollution (WASP) campaign group to you,
as  head  of  your  organisation,  to  raise  some  serious  issues  affecting  public  confidence  in  the
Environment Agency (EA). 

WASP recently participated in a BBC news story https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyjorO_rdQk
about the River Windrush in Oxfordshire. The Environment Agency responded to the BBC with a
statement which we found to be extraordinarily misleading and that is the reason for my letter.

We have been engaging constructively  with the EA for  about  two years and we are one of  a
number of voices which have raised serious concerns about the River Windrush in Gloucestershire
and Oxfordshire over many years. We have been challenging and critical friends to the local staff
and have developed some good relationships with people who are battling against the odds to do
a good job. The point being that the EA, at least up to Director level, has had plenty of time to
understand the situation here, so could not have been caught off guard.

Over recent weeks, the turbidity of the river, which has been an issue for many years, has reached
a very high level, is now quite shocking and is illustrated by billowing brown water flowing into a
relatively clear Thames at Newbridge. This seems to be a downstream progression and there is no
evidence of a single source. The BBC news story and photographs below demonstrate this quite
vividly.

We contacted the local EA to alert them to this issue on 12 July and were told that EA staff had
been out to investigate but have not yet been told what they found. We then raised the turbidity
issue with the BBC which ran the story on BBC South Today on 17th July.

The EA put up the following statement which was read out on the BBC news item:
The River  Windrush appears  cloudy at  times,  but  this  is  probably because of  prolonged dry
weather and natural conditions… In the 12 months since we installed monitoring equipment…
we’ve seen no evidence of pollution.

Let’s look at this in detail:

The EA has been promoting the idea of the ’natural colour of the Windrush’ since a turbidity study
was completed in 1996 in response to concerns, even back then when the river around Witney and
Newbridge ran quite clear.  The situation has worsened dramatically  since those days and is a
constant feature rather than intermittent as I believe it was when that study was conducted. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyjorO_rdQk


At the West Oxfordshire District Council ‘Water Day’ in October 2018, after being challenged about
the validity of the evidence from 1996, the EA decided to conduct another study into the cause of
the current levels of Windrush Turbidity. 

Thames Water and the EA joined together to establish terms for tenders to be submitted and after
that failed to produce what they wanted they are making plans for the EA to do the work ‘in
house’.  However, it seems that according to the press statement, there is already evidence to
render that study pointless as the Windrush has taken on this extreme turbidity ‘due to prolonged
dry weather and natural conditions.’

May I request the evidence to back this up, please?

Turning to the second part of that statement; … In the 12 months since we installed monitoring
equipment… we’ve seen no evidence of pollution.

It is my understanding that this refers to water monitoring equipment placed near Bourton on the
Water to monitor an untreated sewage outfall which was revealed on BBC Countryfile in 2018. I
believe that Thames Water was notified of the meters and there were no discharges during the
monitoring period, possibly due to an absence of heavy rain events. 

The main point here is  that  the EA is  representing the state  of  the River Windrush based on
evidence obtained from monitoring devices placed for 12 months  upstream of all of the major
sewage outfalls on the river and upstream of almost all of the evidence of deterioration and poor
water quality. Please take a look at and the images below and the WASP Turbidity map which is
enclosed.

 

This is the Windrush about  200m downstream of the lower monitoring site for the 12-month
period but upstream of the confluence with the River Dikler. May (left) and July (right) 2019



             
This is the river on the Sherborne Estate in July 2019              Here is Standlake in July 2019.

 

This  is  the River Windrush joining the Thames at Newbridge in July this  year  with a turbidity
reading of about 31 NTU compared to 5 NTU in the Thames. The Windrush can be seen billowing
clouds of turbid water into the Thames and in turn negatively affecting the main river. It has been
like this for many weeks. 

When considering evidence of  pollution,  the EA must be averting its  eyes from the startlingly
obvious  point  sources  of  pollution  on this  river:  there  are  seven sewage treatment works,  all
contributing a variety of pollutants as a consequence of treating trade effluent, domestic cleaning
products, biocides, surface run off contaminants as well as the inevitably excreted hormones, bugs
and drugs from human sewage, now shown to contribute to anti-microbial resistance. These are in
addition to the often highly polluting levels  of  phosphate in the permitted effluent and storm
discharges of untreated sewage.

River ecology has no interest in whether the EA thinks pollution is legal or illegal, things just die. 
Turbidity is only one of the factors indicating a serious decline in the ecology of this river but it is a
very obvious visual one.
Windrush Against Sewage Pollution is conducting a serious campaign to address concerns about a
river dear to many people’s hearts and central  to many aspects of the local  economy, and we
believe that the population of this country deserves to be provided with accurate information by
the EA, not to be carelessly and contemptuously misled.

Is this a matter of incompetence, wilful ignorance, or a deliberate attempt to deceive the public?
We remain committed to cooperating with the EA where we can but our confidence is waning,
particularly as we still hear Thames Water staff telling us they cannot do any better because the EA
will not ask them to. 



We  have  evidence  that  the  EA  is  routinely  issuing  permits  to  sewage  works  with  illegal
infrastructure and glossing over breaches of permits and unreported sewage spills. To say that the
EA, as an organisation, has been complicit in building in routine and chronic pollution to our rivers
would seem to me to be an easily justified statement. This has put some of your dedicated and
caring staff in an unenviable position and must damage their morale terribly.

I invite you or a senior member of your team to join us in the Windrush Valley for an accurate
presentation of our findings and to see the real evidence first hand.

If you accept our offer, you will meet a dedicated team of people, keen to talk constructively with
you and willing to do all they can to help save our rivers,  but totally unwilling to stand by and
watch them being destroyed.

Yours sincerely

Ashley Smith
Campaign founder
Windrush Against Sewage Pollution 

Letter and response will be published on our website and social media.

cc. Rachel Fletcher, CEO Ofwat.
      Robert Courts, MP for Witney.
      Sir Geoffrey Clifton-Brown, MP.

Enc. WASP Turbidity Map (next page)



 


